SHARING HISPANIC HERITAGE AND HISTORY PLAYLIST

DIRECTIONS: Read one article, watch one video and listen to a podcast of your choice from the list below. Feel free to go big and read them all to support planning learning and teaching.

Read  
Read one or more articles

- CSDE Resources for Teaching Hispanic Heritage Month – CSDE (Various)
- Hispanic Heritage Digital Resources - PBS Learning Media
- Hispanic Heritage Month Resources for Teachers – Anti-Defamation League
- Beginning Spanish iBook Grades 3-5 – Apple/iTunes
- Middle School Spanish – Apple iTunes
- Wide Open School Hispanic Heritage Month Resources – Families and Teachers
  - Preschool
  - K-2
  - 3-5
  - 6-8
  - 9-12
- A Month of ideas to bring Hispanic Heritage Month to Life - Scholastic
- Hispanic Heritage Book Lists for Students – Colorin' Colorado!
- Commonsense Media – Free Learning Resources

Watch  
Watch one or more videos

- [Varies] The Graduates/Los Graduados (6 video series) – PBS Learning Media
- [Varies] Salsa! Collection of familiar stories to teach Spanish to K-3 Learners
- [Varies] oh Noah! Collection (8 videos) – Teaching Spanish to Learners aged 6-8

Listen  
Listen to one of more recordings/podcasts

- [43.04] LatinoUSA - Podcast
- [15:29] Latin American History Project – Apple Podcast

Reflect  
Reflect on the following question

- What new awareness, questions, or ideas do you have after reviewing the resources?
- How will you transfer your new learning to your practice?